C L O S U R E S

Rely on strength:
Silgan Closures.
Need to close something? Silgan White

Our strength is the result of continuously

Cap invented it – safe; reliable; efficient.

developing our skills in this market.

More than 80 years ago we first took

Silgan Closures reflects the high-quality,

the market by storm with our trailblazing

all-embracing range of products with

pioneering achievement: a completely new

which we provide solutions for our

metal closure for jars – the original! – that

customers that are tailored to their needs:

provided the basis for our success.

ranging from metal, and composite to
patented and innovative plastic closures.

Today, we are a leading global supplier
of closure systems made of metal or

Rely on strength, international presence

plastic for food and beverages packed

and skill. Trust Silgan Closures.

in glass and plastic containers.

Locations:

Europe

Asia

North and South America

Wide-ranging services. One contact.
Strictly in accordance with European qua-

Our global strength and presence enables

No matter what you have on your mind.

lity standards, Silgan produces top quality

customers to benefit from the highest

No matter how urgent it is.

closures – innovative, environmentally

levels of service. Silgan Closures stands

No matter whether you require metal,

compatible and sustainable – at production

for reliability in delivery, with short distan-

composite or plastic closures or wish to

sites throughout Europe, Asia, and North

ces and smooth communication processes,

use the advantages of our wider offering.

and South America for manufacturers of

thanks – among other things – to native

foods and beverages worldwide. With our

speakers.

membership of SEDEX* and Ecovadis

Make use of Silgan Closures’ complete
range of services: from closure, and

we are committed to ethical and social

Another key advantage: you are assigned

sealing machines and auxiliary equipment

behaviour along all supply chains.

a contact that will always be there for you.

to perfect customer and marketing support.
* (the Supplier Ethical Data Exchange)

Be assured of variety: Twist-Off® & PT.
Variants, diameters, shapes.
Experience the original: Twist-Off® and

for oxygen-sensitive, vacuum-packed,

optimally coordinated materials are em

PT closures from Silgan Closures. We

and aseptically vacuum-packed foods

ployed everywhere. This provides a de-

offer a comprehensive range of products

and beverages. The filling is always per-

pendable quality and a performance that

for numerous applications – with a wide

fectly protected, with no effect on taste

remains constant. Our whole production

variety of shapes and in diameters ranging

and without loss of quality.

capacity can be geared to your individual

from 27 to 100 mm. All Twist-Off® and

demands in the best possible way. You

PT closures (ø 40, 51, 54, 63, 70mm) are

As all closures in every Silgan Closures’

benefit from punctual deliveries and can

designed to meet changing market de-

European factory are produced in accor-

react more effectively to seasonal peaks

mands and consumer habits – especially

dance with uniform standards, identical,

or orders from retailers at short notice.

Metal Closures – a permanently
available material
Metal closures not only take good care of

By using metal packaging, product waste

This increases shelf-life so that

the environment in the way they are ma-

from spoilage or expired best-before dates

consumers really can consume their

nufactured and used; they also contribute

can be avoided. Packaging materials and

food exactly when they want to.

to ensuring that the products they contain

closures made of metal give their contents

have as little impact on the environment

one hundred percent protection from light,

as possible.

air and harmful external influences.

Absolutely customer-oriented:
From equipment to assistance.
Discover how our comprehensive range of
support services – rated as “very good” in
our customer satisfaction analysis – can
help add value to your own operations.
Cap Feeder
We offer a wide variety of closure-feeding
equipment: from universal hoppers to
high-speed elevators.
Sealing machines
Rent one directly from Silgan White Cap.
Choose precisely the machine that matches
your production requirements best: from
manual sealing to high-speed quality

Vapour-Vacuum® – developed

processing of foods and still beverages

by White Cap

in glass containers.

The system for product quality at the highest level: delivering better taste, retention

An optimal machine construction offers:

of product colour and consistency, and

• right- and left-hand configurations

longer shelf life.

• simple cleaning
• processing of all Twist-Off® and PT

From the idea to the shelf

closures on a wide range of glass

Support from our experts – we provide

shapes and sizes

individual process analyses along with
recommendations to help achieve the best

Vacuum testing

possible processing. Your advantage: im-

Inline electronic vacuum testing imme-

proved product quality and reduced reject

diately after capping.

rates, leading to effective cost reduction.

Customer service

White Cap University

To support and ensure the required pro-

Let your line operators and other staff

cess reliability and product quality during

members gain experience and know-how

processing.

through internal Silgan White Cap training.

The benefits in brief:
• first-class product quality and safety
• CE-tested, user-friendly equipment with
highest safety standards and energy
efficiency classes
• regular servicing, original spare parts,
trouble-shooting
Sealing machines from Silgan White Cap –
rent continuous safety from us for top-quality
products.

• thorough analysis of the production line
• coordination of the production line layout

Safe and versatile:
plastic closures. For a wide
variety of container materials.
Always the first choice for mineral waters,

various types – e.g. mono-material with

juices, isotonic beverages, teas, fresh milk,

liners, pads and induction heat seals for

and dairy products – plastic closures from

liquid foods and non-carbonated beve-

Silgan Closures. We produce innovations

rages – along with sports caps, carton

for renowned customers in more than 50

closures and HOD water closures.

countries across the world. Liquid cardboard and plastic sports drinks bottles are

Our plastic closures are constantly being

among those sealed with our closures,

optimised to suit ever-changing markets,

which are always safe and user-friendly for

quality requirements, and consumer

the consumer.

needs. Their materials meet the strictest
European food laws and are suitable for

Whether hot, cold fill or aseptic, our excel-

international usage. Benefit from our

lent closures are tamper-proof, preserve

experts‘ experience and know-how

product quality and are effortlessly reseal

resulting from years of research, develop-

able. Our range includes Plasti-Twist in

ment, and practical application.

®

New packaging –
new design solutions.
Plasti-Twist® and flat closures

The sports cap is our latest development

Snap caps for HOD water bottles

Our range of closures was specially

and meets all the demands of an on-the-

In manufacturing Silgan Closures relies

developed for today’s market and with

go consumption. Fitting the plastic cap

on the well-tested snap-cap technology

parti-cular attention to efficiency on the

after filling is particularly easy, while hand-

to ensure enhanced safety and protection

filling line and a responsible use of

ling is extremely convenient for the con-

for all water containers. Our latest inno-

materials.All products are manufactured

sumer. This well thought-out high quality

vation is the K-seal cap, specially deve-

underhygienic conditions and made only

system offers added value to brands, enab-

loped for the varying non-spill HOD water

from high levelled approved materials.

ling them to stand out from the competition.

bottle market.

Carton fitments
The broad closure portfolio in different
dimensions and functions is ed for
gable-top cartons as well as aseptic
cartons, guarantees high process
stability, freshness and safety at
all times.

Global, all-round success.
Why top brands trust Silgan.

Metal packaging

Plastic packaging

Plastic containers for food

As the largest supplier of food packaging

Technical expertise and competence help

As the leading supplier of high-barrier

in North America we work with America‘s

produce plastic containers that keep their

plastic containers, we work with globally

most renowned brands.

shape and suit markets including food,

renowned brands to provide packaging

health, personal care and household.

solutions for non-perishable foods. Our
sterilisable containers offer the lightness
of microwave packaging – either in double
fold or heat-sealed versions.

Metal packaging Europe

Equipment

Silgan Dispensing Systems

In Europe the Silgan brand stands for

We supply our customers with the equip-

The business operates manufacturing

complete solutions in metal packaging.

ment, spare parts and service that the

facilities in the United States, Mexico,

best possible round-the-clock efficiency

Brazil, Spain, Germany, Italy and China

requires.

Silgan Closures GmbH

C L O S U R E S

marketing@silgan-closures.com
www.silgan-closures.com

